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Environmental policy 
 

Lira srl operates with preciuos metals, refining and scraping, into goldsmith and galvanizing bath fields. 
The company target is representing a benchmark for every operator in our field including firms, labs, 
craftsman, goldsmith an gold school. 
As company we commit to adhere a Business Management System ISO 14001:2015 conformed, in order 
to ensure a full correspondence among compliance duties and to grant a relentless improving our 
environmental print, needful condition to integrate our activities in a broader “sustainable 
development” picture. 
For this purpose, active and specific environmental programs were set, periodically verified and revised 
to reduce the impact and optimize resource availment. These programs are related to highly significant 
deemed aspects such as: atmosphere emissions, waters managing, energy, raw materials and refuses. 
Constitued company target for the next twelve months: 

- Containing non-renewable resources (methane) expenditure throughout working cycles 
optimization. 

- Personnel awareness improving about environmental frictions linked to performing our 
activities. 

- Burning plants improving to optimize incinerate operations, achieving energetic saves and 
improve environmental print. 

Lira srl is heavily committed about pollution preventing, deploys every possible environmental risk 
reduction form of its activity; induce suitable measures of prevention and protection with monitoring 
and control systems; its hierarchy adequate respond to events with an appropriate training of its 
technical and admnistrative personnel. 
Lira srl decided to adheres and become an RJC “Responsible Jewellery Council” member. The RJC's 
certification is based on Code of Practices (COP) standard. 
Sustainability it's always more theme of the moment. There's an increased consumers and institutions 
awareness about social and environmental sustainability. 
The whole staff, managerial and operating, it's called to cooperate actively to improve the Business 
Environmental Management, relatively to its expertise. 
To grant compatibility amid activities and environmental safeguard, Lira srl's committment do not only 
involves its own personnel but also suppliers, inasmuch, 
thanks to their share is possible to achieve high environmental standards. 
Furthermore encourages the widest availability to cooperate, involving and partecipating with territorial 
institutions, entity of control and others stakeholders, aiming to arrange to most fit environmental's 
measure of prevention and protection. 
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